I&IE Survey

1. International Students:

   There is an International Students Club, which has had an increasing amount of members, from three to twelve students. They attend one to three meetings a semester while Elaine Trask, the International Student Advisor, is in constant contact with the students on a daily basis.

2. International Grants:

   Karen Whitney: Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, 1998
   - Librarian

   Linda Wilkinson: Wales, 1998
   - Introduction of Teaching Methods

   Betty Vickery: Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, 5/28-6/14/98
   - Obtain Information for General, Transfer and Development Education courses

   Rodica Costin: Europe, 6/1-8/6/98
   - Computer Technition Schooling

   Rod Freeman: England, 6/27-8/10/98
   - Accumulation of knowledge for various EMCC organizations

   Kathleen Iudicello: Guadeloupe, 7/13-26/98
   - Obtain Learning knowledge and Materials on women’s international studies

   Zosia Pijanowski: Portland, Oregon, 8/98
   - Obtain Knowledge for EMCC courses

   Linda Wilkinson: Great Britain, 1999
   - Introduction of Teaching Methods

   Ed Santa Vicca: Spain, Portugal, 5-6/99
   - Obtain information to assist internationalization of the Integrated Studies curriculum.

   Mike Farabee: China, 5/30-6/10/99
   - Obtain knowledge to Internationalize the Geology curriculum at Threeorges

   - Study British theater, art, culture for humanities courses
Dr. Carlotta Abrams: Ghana, Africa, Morocco, 6/99
- African Literature meeting

Mark Dillon: England, France, Italy, 7/99
- Gain information on networking technology teaching strategies.

Anne Williams: Africa, 7/4-23/99
- Orientation to rural African development

John Hogue: Great Britain, 7/-8/99
- Attend Open University and acquire knowledge for a learning workshop at EMCC

Linda Cutright: Jamaica, 12/99
- Gain a sense of Cultural Awareness by visiting local Universities and Homesteads.

Ralph Campbell: Peru, 6/29-7/13/00
- Advertising/marketing

Rolsalie Running: Peru, 8/12-24/00
- Obtain knowledge to improve Curriculum

Dr. Carlotta Abrams: Asia, 7/1-31/00
- Participate in creation of Biography of poetry

Homero Lopez: England, 7/00
- Visited Birmingham Colleges

Linda Wilkinson: Spain, 6/12-30/00
- Obtain information to improve Curriculum

Anne Williams: Europe, 3/10-4/4/01
- Gain knowledge to enlighten others on campus

Mark Dillon, Canada, Spring/01
- Attend British Columbia Institute of Technology

Betty Vickery: Rome, 1/01
- Contribute to EMCC’s web site of digital images

Rene Willekens: London, 1/13-20/01
- Contribute to EMCC’s web site of digital images

Valerie Akuna: Mexico, 5/01
- Contribute to EMCC’s web site of digital images
Marylyn Bradley: Netherlands, 6/01
  -Contact with Koning William I College

Dr. Roger Yohe: Finland, Estonia, 6/25-30/01
  -Computer conference

John Hogue: Guatemala, 7/17-31/01
  -Language acquisition

Linda Wilkinson, Costa Rica, 7/26-8/17/01
  -ESL

June Audrus: Costa Rica, 7/27-8/17/01
  -Fitness studies

Roberta Gray: Mexico, 2001
  -Study language

Nancy Kolokowsky: Canada, 11/15-18/01
  -Attend American Mathematical Association of Two Year Colleges

Natalie Rivera: Canada, 11/15-18/01
  -Attend American Mathematical Association of Two Year Colleges

Barbara Herzog: Canada, 11/15-18/01
  -Attend American Mathematical Association of Two Year Colleges

Terri Propes: Ireland, 3/11-15/02
  -Promote Diversity

Bridgett Mandeville: Germany, 6/1-22/02
  -Expand technological knowledge

3. Study Abroad Program
   See number 2

4. Student Exchanges
   None
5. District coordinated Fellowship Programs
   China:
   Carlotta Abrams, 1997; Michael J. Farabee, 1998; Dr, Roger Yohe 1998,
   Rosemary Leary, Pending: 2002
   Costa Rica:
   Mexico:
   Roberta Gray, 2001
   Australia:
   Cheryl Bradshaw, Pending: 2002

6. International Business/ Industry Programs
   Patty Keener has visited China regarding the CISCO academy.

7. Faculty Exchanges
   See number 2

8. International Training Assignments:
   See number 2

9. Sister City Exchange Programs:
   None

10. Professional Developmental Abroad:
    See number 2

11. Campus Activities:

    Each year we hold a sharing session on international travel. Computers are used to
display images during discussions while holding a luncheon.

    Asian Cultural Awareness day is also a yearly event at EMCC.

    Each year the Black Student Union holds several events that display and discuss
African clothing, African art, and African history.

    Each year the Mecha Club brings in Mexican food, Mexican dancers, and lectures.

    Each semester an International/Intercultural Program is held to promote diversity.

    International Storytelling is also held every semester by students of EMCC. They
perform on campus and at other local schools.

    Asian Cultural Awareness Program:
    Presenters from India, China, Tora Bud Kai, and Intercultural and Small Group
Communication students. Martial Arts demonstration as well as Asian food tasting.
International/Intercultural Program:
    Students from communications classes present, discuss, and create activities that will increase awareness of cultures.

International Program:
    Intercultural Communications class lecture and present information on cultural awareness. Guest speakers, staff: John Ventola-Italy, Dennis Oliver-China, Linda Cutright-Africa, Sharon Anne Hager-Jamaica.

International Drumming Workshop:
    Luncheon and Seminar by guest speaker, Harry Blackwell. Discussion and performance on African, South American, Native American, and New Orleans drumming.

Cultural Awareness Day
    Featuring international Foods, Cultural Centers, Music, and Personality workshops.

Asian American Reading, Ai, reads from the Lamot Poetry selection and Discussion of multicultural and multiracial issues. Luncheon serving Asian American food.

African American-Latino Poetry, Hip-Hop Performance and Discussion:

Lunch and Lecture on “Medical Practices in Mexico”:
    Guest speaker Sergio Eden Arvizu Huerta, a Pathologist, Caborca, Sonora, Mexico. Lecture on Cancer treatment in Mexico, Differences between Mexican and American Medical Practices, and care of the elderly in Mexico.

Scholarship Banquet:
    Yellow Bird Indian Dancers performed traditional Indian dances at the May 18th Scholarship banquet of 1998.

Lecture on Afghanistan:
    Guest speaker Hiram Kato, MA, expert on Afghanistan. Discussed Afghanistan culture and politics in the wake of September 11th.

Latin Culture Reading and Lecture:
    Latin Author, Stella Duarte, Read, Lectured and Discussed connections between Mexico and the United States of America.
Honors Luncheon and Discussion:
   Guest Speaker Alberto (Tito) Rios discussed the Arizona/ Mexican border issues at an Honors luncheon.

Muslim Cultural Discussion:
   The Fall Communications classes sponsored people from the Muslim community to speak at EMCC.

Coming up in Spring of 2002:

Mask making and Storytelling Discussion:
   Guest speaker Zarro Guerro discusses masks and storytelling and their international significance.

Discussion on African Culture:
   Black activist, Olie Washington from Chicago will discuss the African diaspora.

12. Internationalization of the Curriculum:
   Roberta Gray, RDG 091

13. ESL Programs
   Enables students to read, write, and speak English proficiently. Teaches students about North American culture; personal health, survival skills, on services and on employment.

14. MOU's
   None

15. International Partnerships
   None

16. Foreign Language Departments
   "Touching ESL-Bows", Presented by Dennis Oliver and Larry Pesta

17. Interdisciplinary Programs:
   None

18. International visitors:
   See number 11

19. Activities for PR & Advertising:
   We have published pamphlets, created an international webpage, (address??), and printed brochures.

20. Professional and Community Involvement:
   See number 11
21. International Publications:

Rosemary Leary - Using Narrative to Introduce Science Concepts to Diverse Audiences in a Science Center
Information delivered and presented at the Second Annual Conference for Socio-Cultural Research in Geneva, Switzerland.

Dr. Carlotta Abrams - Prairie Journal of Literature (Canada)
Japanese/Canadian Literature

Dr. Carlotta Abrams - Ibidan Journal of Folklore (Africa)
Japanese/American Literature

22. International Workshop Presentations:

Dr. Sandy Zetlan has conducted research in Fiji as well as in the Caribbean and Bonaire.

Dr. Carlotta Abrams attended symposium on Literature and Cultures of Asia/Pacific, Singapore.

Dr. Carlotta Abrams attended East/West University in Dhaha, Bangladesh to attend Asian-American Lecture.

Dr. Carlotta Abrams attended the International Society for the History of Rhetoric in Amsterdam, Holland.

23. Overseas Teaching Assignments Other than Fellowship Programs:

Patty Keener visited China regarding the CISCO academy.

24. Hosting of International Visitors in Homes:

None